
ABSTRACT 
 
 
Summarizing a “Tesina” in a page and safeguards the dignity of the own one “Tesina” is an 
almost impossible task.  Supposing him to the “Tesina” (as thus considers the author of these 
lines) the character of last culmination of the university studies, is this (or tries to be it) reflected 
and condensation of all it learned inside and out of the classrooms around the chosen specialty, 
the Town planning in this case.  It is therefore a very personal and intimate document, already 
in itself same summary of that that is considered more essential inside the chosen discipline.  
Thus therefore, to summarize subsequent all it in so alone a sheet I consider is inevitably an 
extreme simplification that flanks the injustice, still and understanding that its practical for who in 
a pair of minutes want to know the theme on the one that the document talks about.  I would not 
want, but, to elude of no way this penultimate academic obligation and girding me the “corsé” I 
will speak of “ROSARIO: The ghettización as death of the urban thing.  The negation of the 
city”.  In any urban development analysis I retain necessary to become aware of the previous 
meanings of the space that intends to study. Thus therefore, the first steps (and chapters) of 
this “Tesina” try to explain the essential characteristics of the “Pampa Húmeda”, territory inside 
which the city of Rosary is located, by means of a historic approximation of the evolution of the 
settlements in the region, since the Spanish colonization to our days.  The migratory flows, the 
uses of the land (the agriculture and extensive stockbreeding), their natural resources, the state 
of possession of the floor… factors all they that accompany us in the foundation of Rosario and 
their subsequent expansion marked by the industrialization and the “modernity” inherited of 
Europe.  Without stop lose sight of the convulsed political panorama - social of Argentina of the 
last decades, we find us in the following chapters, with the absence of Planning, with the 
“virtualisation” of the social politics of the public powers, with the privatization of their industries, 
their transportations (especially flagrant the dismantling of the railroad) and at last their territory.  
The city appears to us absent, sick, irregular, but not by excess of vitality but by neglect and 
absence of wills of integration, by the gradual killing of the public space in the hands of 
dynamics of violent spatial and functional segregation. They are the “Closed Urbanizations” the 
grotesque and raw, most forceful examples of the intent to fragment the city in multiple sub-
cities that carry us to the loss of discernment of the space, to an urban alienation and total loss 
of what up to now has been considered like city, urbs, polis.  The “ghettización” implies, without 
doubt, the death of the urban thing. Interviewing to the developer of one of these “Closed 
Neighborhoods”, to its residents, and to the municipal power that approves them and observing 
the urban development politics of the present of Rosario, one realizes that after this urban 
reality there is a complex conception of inhabit, a new one “I consume” of the space, a new 
condition of  to be (or not to be) citizen that transcends the walls of these undertakings and itself 
transfer to other: To the urban development logic of the irregular settlements (“misery villages”) 
and the housing assemblies financed by the State (by means of the National Fund of Dwellings, 
FONAVI).  Different faces of the same fact.  Exclusion / imprisonment /degradation. Then we 
corroborate as in the process of contemporary expansion of Rosary are almost exclusively 
these, the three only existing phenomena, dragging the city toward their absolute negation. The 
25% of the inhabitants of the city lives in “villages misery”, the 30% of the remainder of the 
dwellings are considered negative, the average class Argentina disappears and the one that 
can permit it to him, is imprisoned between the walls in a world apparently without violence, 
without noises, without contamination, paying the price of some norms of internal regulation of 
delirious sameness and fiction of what has always been one of the greater virtues of the city 
and the urban thing: the heterogeneousness, the multiplicity of uses, the wealth of the public 
space, the conflict as motor and wealth of the civilization.  For the future, in the last chapter, is 
proposed to revert the tendency wagering for the recovery and promotion of the urban center 
and its public spaces as nucleus and strategic node, fundamental not to forgetting the need that 
the possible solutions are conceived since the own culture of the region and that we should to 
be maintained far away of the possible “magic prescriptions” of some foreign planner “genius” 
(we do not forget that the “Urbanizations Closed” are a product imported “literally” of American 
residential inertia).I will finish the present summary just as finishes the central body of the 
“Tesina”, citing to Ricardo Aroca:  “is not necessary to worry about the cities of the future, but by 
the future of our cities”.   


